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Abstract—Optical character recognition (OCR) is essential in
various real-world applications, such as digitizing learning
resources to assist visually impaired people and transforming
printed resources into electronic media. However, the
development of OCR for printed Arabic script is a challenging
task. These challenges are due to the specific characteristics of
Arabic script. Therefore, different methods have been proposed
for developing Arabic OCR systems, and this paper aims to
provide a comprehensive review of these methods. This paper
also discusses relevant issues of printed Arabic OCR including
the challenges of printed Arabic script and performance
evaluation. It concludes with a discussion of the current status of
printed Arabic OCR, analyzing the remaining problems in the
field of printed Arabic OCR and providing several directions for
future research.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is a technique that
transforms a printed or handwritten text image into an
electronic format. OCR development is considered a
challenging task in the field of pattern recognition. Many OCR
approaches have been proposed for Latin and non-Latin scripts.
However, printed Arabic OCR still poses great challenges
because of the special characteristics of Arabic script [1].
Arabic OCR is highly desirable in various real-world
applications, such as digitising learning resources to assist
visually impaired people, bank cheque processing and mail
sorting[2], [3]. Furthermore, there are many initiatives for

Arabic digital content enrichment [4]. One of these initiatives
is King Abdullah‟s Initiative for Arabic Content. Therefore, a
robust and efficient Arabic OCR is required to support this
initiative by increasing Arabic content on the Internet.
Numerous methods have been proposed for recognising
printed Arabic script from an image, yet we are unaware of
comprehensive surveys of printed Arabic OCR during the last
fifteen years. Two surveys have been conducted on printed
Arabic OCR [2], [5]. However, these reviews do not reflect the
current progress in printed Arabic OCR. Therefore,
establishing a guide and baseline for future directions remains
important for Arabic OCR researchers.
This work will establish this guide and baseline for Arabic
OCR researchers by providing a comprehensive literature
review of printed Arabic text recognition research. It reviews
techniques that have been utilized for developing printed
Arabic OCR with emphasis on the issues related to Arabic
script. It also highlights the current status of printed Arabic
OCR and provides several directions for future research.
This paper is organised as follows. In section 2, Arabic
script characteristics and challenges are discussed. Section 3
presents the methodologies of printed Arabic OCR, with
subsections that review the five stages of the development of
printed Arabic OCR: preprocessing, segmentation, feature
extraction, classification and post-processing. Section 4
discuses performance evaluation issues of printed Arabic OCR.
Section 5 concludes with a discussion about open problems and
future directions.
II. ARABIC SCRIPT CHARACTERISTICS AND CHALLENGES

Fig. 1. Arabic script characteristics
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TABLE I.

ARABIC CHARACTERS WITH DIFFERENT POSITIONS AND
SHAPES
Isolated

ا
ب
ت
ث
د
س
ط
ػ
ؽ
ؿ
ف
ك
ه
ً
ُ
ٓ
ظ
ع
ؽ
ف
م
ى
ٍ
ّ
ٕ
ٙ
ٝ
ي

Initial
ا
تـ
تـ
حـ
رـ
صـ
عـ
ػ
ؽ
ؿ
ف
مـ
ىـ
ٍـ
ّـ
ٓ
ظ
ػـ
ؿـ
كـ
هـ
ًـ
ُـ
ٓـ
ٗـ
ـٛ
ٝ
يـ

Middle
ـا
ـثـ
ـتـ
ـخـ
ـزـ
ـضـ
ـغـ
ـؼ
ـؾ
ــ
ـق
ـنـ
ـيـ
ـَـ
ـْـ
ـطـ
ـظـ
ـؼـ
ـــ
ـلـ
ـوـ
ـٌـ
ـِـ
ـٔـ
ـ٘ـ
ـٜـ
ٞـ
ـيـ

End
ـا
ـة
ـت
ـج
ـذ
ـش
ـظ
ـؼ
ـؾ
ــ
ـق
ـل
ـو
ٌـ
ِـ
ٔـ
ـع
ـغ
ـؾ
ـق
ـن
ـي
َـ
ْـ
ٖـ
ٚـ
ٞـ
ـي

C. Diacritics
Characters in an Arabic word can exist with diacritics or
short vowels such as Fat-hah, Dhammah, Mada‟ah, Kasrah and
Sukkun, as illustrated in Figure 1. These can be placed either
over or below the letters as strokes. In addition, Tanwen is
considered as a diacritic which is indicated by double Fat-hah,
double Dhammah and double Kasrah. One more diacritic that
Arabic script has is Shaddah which is similar to the number 3
as it is rotated 90° clockwise.

Fig. 2. Two characters (Ba and Ya) with an identical shape and a different
number of dots.

There is no doubt that printed Arabic OCR faces a number
of challenges and there is still an intensive need for more
research [6]. However, most challenges facing the development
of Arabic OCR are due to the characteristics of Arabic script.
Arabic script has some features that distinguish it from other
languages. Compared to English, the most obvious feature of
Arabic script is that it is written cursively from right to left in
both printed and handwritten. The greatest challenges are due
to the more complex characteristics of Arabic script. In the
following section, the characteristics of Arabic script that may
complicate recognition will be discussed:
A. Shapes and Positions
The Arabic alphabet has 28 basic letters (see Table 1).
However, an Arabic letter may contain four dissimilar shapes
in relation to its location inside a word: whether it is an isolated
letter, an initial letter (in which a letter is inked from the right
side, an ending letter (in which a letter is linked form the left
side) or a middle letter (in which a letter is linked from the
right and left sides). Thus, the number of letters to be
recognized will increase from 28 letters to 152 letters.

D. Cursive
As mentioned above, Arabic script is a cursive script which
means that a word is composed of connected characters.
However, six characters (ٝ , ف, ؿ, ؽ, ػ, ( اof the Arabic alphabet
are not linked with succeeding letters. This can present a
challenge because these characters can divide a word into one
or more units as sub-words (see Figure 1).
E. Presence of dots
The Arabic alphabet relies on number and position of dots
in order to differentiate between similar letters (see Figure 2).
Fifteen characters in the Arabic alphabet have dots. They can
be placed below the character, above it or in the middle. Ten of
these characters are dotless, three have two dots and two have
three dots, as shown in Table 1.
III. GENERAL ARABIC OCR METHODOLOGY (MODEL)
This section will focus on the methodologies used by
printed Arabic OCR systems. Published approaches and
systems for Arabic OCR indicate that the process of
implementing Arabic OCR consists of five phases: (1) preprocessing; (2) segmentation; (3) feature extraction; (4)
classification and (5) post-processing, see figure 3.

B. Overlapping characters and Ligatures
Characters in an Arabic word might be overlapped
vertically with or without touching each other (see Figure 1). In
particular, some characters are combined and written as a
ligatures such as ) (الwhich is a combination of two letters Lam
(ٍ) and Alf ()ا. However, ligatures occurs in Arabic script
depending on the type of fonts being used. For instance, in
Traditional Arabic font, there are about 220 ligatures whereas
Simplified Arabic incorporates about 150 ligatures, [7].

Fig. 3. General printed Arabic OCR methodology.
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A. Preprocessing Phase
This is the first phase of OCR methodology which is
responsible for enhancing the readability of the input image.
Preprocessing is a combination of algorithms that are applied
to the input image in order to reduce noise and alterations, thus
simplifying the subsequent phases of OCR methodology [2].
There are various factors that affect the quality of the input
image. A study lists the history of image, the printing process,
the kind of font, the quality of paper, the condition of the image
and the image acquisition as the vital factors that influence the
input image quality [2].
Researchers emphasize that the downstream OCR accuracy
relies on the quality of the input image [8]. Furthermore, a
study states that OCR systems, which report high recognition
accuracy on some input images, will report less recognition
accuracy on input images that are poor in quality [9]. Thus, the
preprocessing phase is a critical stage in OCR development
that simplifies the data for the subsequent phases to operate
accurately. Generally, several preprocessing operations are
employed on the input image: binarization, layout analysis,
thinning, smoothing and filtering, size and slant normalization,
slant detection, skew detection and baseline detection.
However, the selection of these operations, to be applied in the
preprocessing, relies upon the conditions of the input image,
such as the amount of noise and skew in the input image [10].
In the following section, the preprocessing techniques which
are applied in Arabic OCR, will be clarified.
1) Binarization
For character recognition, the binarization (sometimes
called thresholding) process involves converting an input gray
scale image into a binary image, in which a pixel has only two
values 0 and 1. The binary image has the critical information,
such as the shape of characters. It has been found that
increasing processing speed and reducing storage capacity are
the key benefits of binarization technique [7], [11]. Researchers
suggest selecting the most appropriate method for binarization
might separate connected objects or joining isolated objects
[12]. A number of studies have confirmed the efficiency of
computing the histogram of the gray scale of an image and then
detecting a cut-off point as the binarization method [13] [12].
However, some researchers work on recognition without
applying binarization methods, such as [14], [15].
2) Size Normalization
Since Arabic characters differ in size, as described earlier,
size normalization is commonly applied to characters or words
by scaling the characters or the words to an adjusted size. This
process is crucial for the recognition or classification phase,
since some recognition methods are sensitive to dissimilarity in
size and position, such as template matching and correlation
approaches [16]. A study classified normalization methods into
two approaches: moment-based normalization; and nonlinear
normalization [17]. It is argued that normally a character is

normalized to a standard size for classification [18]. However,
in terms of word normalization, applying normalization to a
word instead of a character will result in losing critical
information [18], [19].
3) De-noising
Noise may be presented during the acquisition process via
scanners which results in distortions and variations in the input
text image. Besides this, very small items in the text image can
be reflected as noise [11], which are byproducts of image
scanning or binarization and which are not parts of the text.
Such noise may has a major impact on the performance of
OCR systems [20]. Noise removal is an operation for
enhancing the visual quality of the input image [21].
As a solution, several techniques have been introduced that
are considered as noise removal methods [22]. These methods
include filtering and morphological operations (smoothing)
which are conditioning processes in terms of OCR
development [2], [23]; for instance, dilation algorithms, which
are applied to broken letters, and erosion algorithms which are
applied to text images with touching letters [17]. In addition,
the median filter approach is commonly used in both printed
text images and handwritten text images. For example, a study
apply this approach for removing noise in printed Arabic text
images [24]. Another example of a study that applies a median
filter algorithm in handwritten Arabic text images is in
[25].other researchers [26] applied a morphological noise
removal method for Arabic printed OCR proposed in [27].
However, a study discovered that letter holes could be filled
while applying this method, with lower thresholds, to Arabic
text images [26].
In fact, the review suffers from the fact that some printed
Arabic OCR studies applied noise removal algorithms without
providing information of the applied algorithm, for instance, in
[28]. Such approaches, however, should be selected carefully
when considering OCR systems. That is, because of the
similarity between Arabic letters, any alteration of a letter
might change it to another letter. Thus, a perfect noise removal
method is able to eliminate noise while preserving the shape of
the character [20].
4) Skew Detection and Correction
Initially, a text image has zero rotation, yet when physically
scanning the image manually, rotation of images up to 20ᵒ
might occur [5]. This rotation is called skew which results in
non-zero skew text images (see Figure 4). The skew can lead to
incorrect recognition and baseline detection [29]. It is
impossible to segment a text if the text is rotated [30]. As a
result, detecting and correcting the skew is critical to OCR
applications that rely on segmentation approaches to recognize
characters.

Fig. 4. An example of Arabic text skew.
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Fig. 5. Baseline detection of a printed Arabic text image.

The process of estimating the skew angle is known as skew
detection, whereas the process of rotating the image with the
purpose of correcting the skew is called skew correction. A
wide variety of skew detection and correction methods have
been proposed. A study groups these methods into five groups:
projection profile, Hough transform, Fourier transform, nearest
neighbor clustering and correlation [31]. The Hough transform
is the standard approach for detecting the skew [32]. A method
based on the projection profile was introduced in [33]. A
researcher has provided a comprehensive review of twenty–
five skew detection and correction approaches [34]. The author
concludes that further work on more sophisticated methods is
still required. The Radon transform method has shown its
efficiency for skew correction [35]. Some methods are
designed for specific applications and image type. For
example, a new method has emerged for Arabic text images in
[36]. One study concludes that selecting a skew detection and
correction method relies on the image type [37].
5) Baseline Detection
As described in the previous section, Arabic characters are
joined through a horizontal line called the baseline (see Figure
5). Graphically, the baseline can be described as the line which
has the maximal amount of black pixels [38]. This line contains
critical information about the text, such as text orientation and
position of connection points between Arabic letters [2]. Thus,
detecting the baseline is beneficial for many OCR stages, for
instance, skew normalization [39], segmentation [40], [41] and
structural features extraction such as the character‟s dots [42].
It has been reported that most Arabic OCR has applied
baseline detection methods as a preprocessing step [25] .The
baseline detection techniques for Arabic script has been
classified into four groups in [36]; namely, horizontal
projection methods, the word skeleton method, contour tracing
and principle component analysis. Among these, the horizontal
projection technique is widely implemented for determine the
baseline in Arabic OCR, such as in [43], [2]. Several studies
implement a horizontal projection approach in OCR systems
for detecting the baseline, such as in [26], [42], [44], [45]. It
has been emphasized that the horizontal projection method is
simple and efficient for Arabic printed text [43], [46].

However, this method is applicable only for noise-free images,
as it fails for unclean images [47].
Another baseline detection approach is the x-y cut proposed
in [48] which is based on a horizontal projection method. This
method works well for Arabic noisy images, though it fails in
the presence of large amounts of noise and skew [47].
Consequently, researchers proposed using a ridge-based text
line detecting approach for Arabic text [47]. The former
method‟s efficiency has been tested and recommended for
different types of Arabic text images, since it was found to
achieve above 96% text line detection accuracy [47].
Researchers summarize the state of the art of baseline
detection methods in Arabic script [49]. In summary, for
printed Arabic text, the standard horizontal projection method
is sufficient for detecting the baseline, since the baseline in
printed text is straight. Whereas for handwriting, the baseline is
not straight, thus more sophisticated approaches should be
considered [50].
6) Thinning and Skeletonization
Thinning “ skeletonization” can be defined as “the process
of peeling off a pattern as many pixels as possible without
affecting the general shape of the pattern” [18]. In other words,
it involves operations that can be implemented in order to
produce the skeleton of text images. Thinning is a crucial
processing step for text recognition, in particular for such OCR
applications in which extracting the skeleton of a character is
essential [2], [32]. However, in terms of the obtaining the
skeleton, it must be as thin as possible, connected, and centered
[18]. Thinning simplifies the process of the segmentation,
future extraction and classification phases as a result of
reducing the amount of data that needs to be considered in the
input image [25].
Most of the existing thinning algorithms have been
designed for general purpose or other text languages [51]–[53].
However, when applying thinning algorithms to Arabic scripts,
various obstacles are encountered [49]. One problem is the
reduction in the number of dots in some Arabic characters as a
result of the thinning process for which the number of dots is a
crucial aspect in differentiating between these characters [54].

Fig. 6. Example results of different thinning algorithms: (a) original word, (b), (c) and (d) thinned word.

Fig. 7. An example of line segmentation.
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Also, dots in Arabic characters are likely to be vulnerable
to noise. However, some researchers extract dots of Arabic
characters before applying thinning algorithms, in order to
overcome this problem [55], [12]. Another problem of
thinning algorithms when considering Arabic script concerns
preserving the connectedness of Arabic text. Some thinning
approaches may not cope well with Arabic text due to its
connectivity characteristic [49]. Thus, this should be taken into
consideration, when selecting thinning algorithms for Arabic
text. Also, since Arabic characters consist of different shapes
such as loops and lines, the selected thinning algorithm must be
capable of preserving these different shapes.
Therefore as a consequence of specific characteristics of
Arabic script detailed above, direct adoption of thinning
algorithms, which have been developed for other languages,
may not be as effective [24]. As a result of these difficulties,
there is comparatively little published work on developing
thinning algorithms for Arabic [25], [24].
Some studies introduce thinning algorithms for Arabic
letters [56], [57]. However, the proposed algorithms can only
deal with isolated Arabic characters. One study provide a
thinning algorithm which is designed specifically for printed
Arabic script recognition to overcome dis-connectivity and loss
of information [58]. This algorithm is applied on Arabic text to
illustrate the efficiency of reducing the outline of each word‟s
characters (its number of pixels) thereby overcoming the
challenges of Arabic script. Also, the authors propose an
experimental framework with new performance measures for
the evaluation of thinning algorithms. Figure 6 shows the
output of three different thinning algorithms.
B. Segmentation Phase
After the preprocessing phase, an enhanced text image in
the sense of low noise and variation, and a necessary amount of
character information [2], has been produced. During the
segmentation phase, the text image is segmented into small
components, with a page being segmented into lines, a line into
words and a word into letters [59]–[61]. Segmentation is a
crucial step in Arabic OCR system development because of the
fact that it plays a vital role in ensuring the success of the
subsequent feature extraction and classification stages [3], [46].
However, the author in [46] stresses that misrecognition can
arise by applying a poor segmentation method. As a result, this
stage will have a critical impact on the recognition rate of the
text [7].

As explained previously, one of the main challenges facing
Arabic OCR development is the cursiveness of Arabic script.
Segmentation of Arabic text thus can be more difficult and
time consuming for the development of Arabic OCR systems
[3]. Correspondingly, segmentation has been considered as the
main contribution for increasing the recognition error rate in
Arabic OCR systems [46], [62], [63].
Generally, segmenting a text image can be graded into two
types: external segmentation; and internal segmentation [64].
While the former type deals with the isolation of different
writing objects such as, paragraphs, sentences and words, the
latter deals with the isolation of characters [64], [65].
1) External Segmentation
External segmentation refers to the document layout
analysis, in particular page decomposition. Document layout
analysis is accomplished in order to identify the physical
structure of a page [66]. As far as offline OCR development is
concerned, page analysis is a basic step which segments the
image into its different logical parts with the identical type of
information, such as graphs, text and tables. Page layout
analysis is performed in two approaches: structural analysis by
which a page is decomposed into blocks of the page elements,
such as paragraphs and words; and functional analysis by
which a page is decomposed into functional elements such as
title and abstract [41], [65], [66].
With respect to Arabic document processing, page
decomposition refers to the isolation of text lines of a texture
region and the segmentation of words and sub-words [5], [7],
[67], since it is restricted to text images [5]. Applying a fixed
threshold to Arabic text documents to determine text lines is
the standard method [5], [68], [69]. However, this method fails
with a skewed text image [40].
Methods based on histogram projection are considered as
conventional approaches for isolating lines and words in
Arabic text documents [68], [70]. Several studies have relied
on horizontal projection techniques for segmenting Arabic text
images into lines, such as in [71]–[76], [28]. [72] It is
recommended horizontal projection be applied for text images
because of its advantages in reducing computational load and
its simplicity of implementation [71]. Moreover, horizontal
projection is an appropriate method for locating text lines in
Arabic printed text, since the text lines in printed text are
straight [50].

Fig. 8. Segmenting Arabic words into their characters.

For line segmentation, researchers in Arabic OCR
determine words in a line of text by inspecting the vertical
projection [14], [28]. (See Figure 7). This method depends on
the estimation of the minimum space between words.

However, it was pointed out in the Arabic script characteristics
section above that some Arabic characters are not linked with
succeeding letters, thus this results in a word having with one
or more connected components (sub-words), as shown in
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Figure 7. To overcome this issue, methods based on vertical
projection consider that the width of spaces between sub words
is smaller than the width of the spaces between words [14].
Generally, it is relatively easy to segment a text line into
words in printed text images, compared to handwritten text
images which involve overlapping and touching characters by
using vertical projection histogram profiles [37], [59], [25].
However, some Arabic fonts contain characters that vertically
overlap, such as the Traditional font type. Thus, Arabic script
even in printed form can contain touching and overlapping
characters, so algorithms that have been designed to overcome
this challenge for handwritten script may be utilized for printed
Arabic. For example, the authors in [77] have developed a
method based on the connected components that analyses the
distance between connected components in order to segment
handwritten words.
2) Internal segmentation
Internal segmentation deals with segmenting a word into
characters. When reviewing segmentation methods in the
literature, a major complication arises concerning the
classification of word segmentation approaches. For
instance,[5] a study classifies Arabic OCR systems based on
word segmentation into „segmentation based systems‟, which
is based on analytical techniques where a word is segmented
into characters, and „segmentation–free systems‟, which is
based on recognizing a word as a unit without segmentation
[72]. Some researchers discuss word segmentation in terms of
implicit and explicit segmentation [73], [78]. Others classify
word segmentation in terms of techniques which have been
applied to segmenting a word, such as [59], [46], [3].
Researchers organize segmentation methods for Arabic script
into holistic approaches and analytical approaches [25].
Mostly, Arabic OCR systems have been developed by two
main paradigms: holistic approaches (segmentation–free)
which require a large lexicon of Arabic words, and analytical
approaches (segmentation based) where a word is segmented
into units and each unit is recognized separately.
C. Holistic Approach
Segmentation-free or holistic Arabic OCR systems perform
the recognition on the entire word as a unit without segmenting
the word or recognizing characters separately [2]. Several
studies have investigated the holistic approach for printed
Arabic scrip OCR such as in [79], [16], [8]. OCR systems
based on a holistic approach require tracing the feature of the
entire word and dealing with words instead of characters. As a
result, this approach is restricted to recognizing a word against
a lexicon [2]. Moreover, this approach has the challenge of
how to deal with the large lexicon size of Arabic words. It is
claimed that systems based on this type of segmentation are not
useful for general text recognition. A study suggests this
approach for systems in which a lexicon is statically defined,
such as bank cheque recognition where vocabulary is limited
[80].
D. Analytical Approach
For the analytical or segmentation based approach, Arabic
OCR systems segment words into smaller units like characters
(see Figure 8). In the typical Arabic OCR system, the

analytical approach is divided into two approaches: explicit
segmentation and implicit segmentation.
1) Explicit Segmentation
The explicit segmentation approach, which is also called
dissection segmentation, attempts to segment a word into
smaller units. These units could be characters, strokes or loops.
Researchers argue that there are two classes of explicit
segmentation, which are: direct segmentation and indirect
segmentation [81]. In the former, a word is directly segmented
into characters exploiting a set of heuristics, while in the latter,
a word is divided into smaller segments which can be
characters or marks that over segmented characters, such as
strokes.
Projection analysis is considered as one of the earliest
applied dissection methods on Arabic character segmentation
[46], [68], [70]. The projection method of the text image aims
to reduce 2D information into 1D in order to simplify the
character segmentation process. A method based on a
modulated histogram of the image has been proposed in [82].
However, this method has been tested on specific Arabic fonts
which do not contain overlapping and ligatures. Consequently,
this method would not be appropriate for Arabic fonts that
have ligatures, such as traditional Arabic font [3], [62].
Another histogram projection method is presented for
printed Farsi word segmentation in [83] which is also
applicable to Arabic script, as Arabic script is similar to Farsi
script [3]. However, this method is font dependent and
ineffective in segmenting small font sizes. Although many of
the other techniques based on projection analysis have been
devolved for Arabic script such as in [84], [62], [85], it seems
that no projection based segmentation algorithm is accurate in
segmenting Arabic text [50].
Instead of applying projection analysis methods, contour–
based algorithms, which are used for dissection segmentation
that rely on the skeleton or contour of Arabic words, are used
to simplify the Arabic word segmentation such as in [78].
Other methods rely on white space and pitch finding
techniques for segmenting Arabic words [46], [74]. However, a
major criticism of the explicit approach is that it is expensive
because of the requirement of finding the optimum word from
the arrangement of segmented units [81]. The researchers in
[71] conclude that an accurate segmentation may not be
acquired by relying on dissection segmentation approaches.
2) Implicit Segmentation
In OCR systems based on implicit segmentation, the
segmentation phase and recognition phase are performed
simultaneously [3]. In other words, a word is segmented into
characters while being recognized without segmentation in
advance [46]. Straight segmentation and recognition based
segmentation are also referred to as implicit segmentation [46].
This segmentation approach searches the text image for
components that match predefined classes. The principle of
implicit segmentation is to utilize a sliding widow to segment
the word image into frames of fixed width on which
classification relies to make a decision [86]. Owing to
challenges in segmentation of cursive scripts such as Arabic,
researchers use the implicit segmentation approach in order to
overcome the problems of word segmentation [80]. In
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principle, by applying this type of segmentation, there is no
need for a specific dissection algorithm for Arabic script
segmentation and the accuracy performance relates to the
classification performance [87]. Thus, some researchers
implement techniques based on implicit segmentation in order
to improve recognition accuracy of Arabic OCR, such as in
[88], [12], [89].
E. Feature Extraction Phase
Once the text image is segmented into isolated regions
(such as character, part of character), the next step is feature
extraction which is the process of obtaining distinguishing
attributes of the segmented character to be utilized by the next
phase which is classification [90]. Feature extraction is the
most significant level that heavily influences overall OCR
performance [11], [25], [60]. The feature extraction stage is
correlated with other OCR stages, such as preprocessing and
classification stage. In other words, the authors in [91] point
out that the selection of feature extraction methods depends on
the output of the preprocessing stage. For instance, some
techniques for feature extraction work on skeletons, whereas
others work on grayscale images. Moreover, the set of features
extracted must match the specification of the selected classifier
[2].
In terms of OCR performance, feature extraction plays a
critical role in achieving high accuracy performance [11], since
the feature extraction stage has the contributes to the success of
the classification step [60]. However, selection of feature types
is a major issue in OCR development [92]. Researchers
recommend that the feature extraction methods should be
independent of scalable font characteristics such as font styles,
font types, font sizes and should be able to describe and
distinguish different patterns effectively [92], [93]. In other
words, a study emphasizes that the key purpose of selecting
good features is to maximize the effectiveness and the
efficiency of the OCR system minimizing the complexity and
processing time simultaneously [94].
Among OCR system development, researchers propose
various types of features. Such features can be categorized into
three groups: structural features; statistical features; and global
transformation feature [5]. In the following, these features will
be discussed in the context of recognizing Arabic script.
1) Structural Features
Structural features illustrate a text image in terms of its
topological and geometrical characteristics by using its local
and global properties [2], [92]. In case of Arabic script, lines,
dots, loops, holes, strokes and zigzags are some structural
features [92]–[99]. Considering Arabic script characteristics,
some characters have common primary shapes and they can
only be differentiated by the number and location of their dots.
Thus, the researchers in [59] claim that structural features have
been commonly used for Arabic script in order to capture the
dot information of characters explicitly.
On the other hand, A study argues that structural feature
methods are not capable of discriminating between characters
having similar shapes [100]. Similarly, a study reports that
relying on the structural features of Arabic script may result in
misrecognition, owing to the small difference between Arabic

letters [92]. It is mentioned in [5] that extracting structural
features of Arabic characters is a challenging task.
Furthermore, it is claimed that Arabic OCR systems
implementing structural feature methods are processed
exhaustively [101]. Likewise, various studies have reported
that another complication of applying structural features is that
it involves expensive preprocessing techniques, such as
skeletonization which may result in character shape distortion
and loss of structural feature data [60], [59], [102]. Therefore,
research on Arabic OCR has been carried out on other feature
extraction approaches, as will be discussed below, that are
effective in reducing process time and improving performance
accuracy [101].
2) Statistical Features
Statistical features are derived from statistical
representation of patterns which provide a measurable event of
interested patterns. Researchers in Arabic OCR systems adopt
different approaches to produce statistical features. Some
examples of the approaches, which have been applied for
representing Arabic characters, are zoning, moments,
characteristic loci, histograms and crossing [92], [5], [2], [25].
The zoning method divides the character image into serval
overlapping and non-overlapping regions. Then, the density of
each region pixel is analysesd and used as a feature [92], [103].
The moment method is a common statistical feature
approach that has been applied in patter recognition
applications [26]. Moments, including Legendre moments,
Zernike moments, central moments, pseudo-Zernike moments
and Hu moments, extract geometric features in an image, such
as, the shape area of a pattern and the center of the mass [17],
[104] and [105]. Several studies in printed Arabic script, such
as, [106], [107]–[109], have applied moment invariants as a
feature vector.
In short, it is claimed that statistical features for pattern
representation are easy to extract [92], [2]. Moreover, such
features can be effective in recognition systems and providing
high speed and low complexity implementation [60], [110].
However, special attention to the prepossessing techniques
should be given, since misrecognition may accrue due to poor
prepossessing techniques [5]. Nevertheless, the fundamental
issue is to determine a set of statistical features, which need to
be the most representative data of a pattern, maximizing the
performance accuracy and minimizing the processing time
simultaneously.
As a result, researchers call for investigating other
statistical features which maximize the performance accuracy
and minimize the processing time [2], [64].
3) Global Transformation Feature
The global transformation method is applied to convert a
skeleton or contour of a pattern by a linear transform into a
form that reflects the most relevant features of the transformed
pattern [64]. Numerous global transformation methods have
been used in developing Arabic OCR systems. An example of
such methods is the Fourier descriptor which represents the
characteristic of a pattern in a frequency domain [111]. The
Fourier descriptor has been applied to Arabic script, such as in
[8], [27]. Another method is the Hough transform which
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detects lines in binary images and then define the parameter of
the lines [18]. Other, such as in [112], [113], utilized the
Hough transform for extracting features from Arabic script.
Also, some other global transformation methods that have been
applied for Arabic OCR for feature extraction are the direction
codes method such as Freeman‟s chain code in [28], Wavelets
in [114] and Walsh transformation in [107].
Overall, it is claimed that global transformation feature
techniques have several advantages over structural and
statistical approaches. For example, they are applicable for new
fonts and easily implemented. Another advantage is that they
are robust to noise and variation. However, they might require
the implementation of other features in order to obtain high
accuracy performance.
In conclusion, the feature extraction stage plays a critical
role in Arabic OCR development in which distinguishing
attributes are extracted and it is clear that each Arabic OCR
developer needs to apply different feature extraction
approaches. Still, good features are required, which assist in
distinguishing a character from other characters and maximize
the accuracy performance simultaneously. Furthermore, these
features must be selected specifically for a selected classifier.
Some researchers apply different feature extraction methods in
combination. However, this may cause extra complications for
the implementation [8].
F. Classification Phase
The classification phase has the responsibility for assigning
a pattern into a pre-classified class based on the features of the
pattern which have been extracted in the previous phase [18].
The pre-classified classes can be words, sub-words, characters
or strokes, based on the OCR approach used [6]. There are a
number of different classification approaches that have been
applied for Arabic OCR, such as Hidden Markov Models
(HMM), Support Vector Machines (SVM), K-nearest
neighbour.
SVM, which is a binary classifier, has been used in the
implementation of printed Arabic OCR systems [106], [95],
[115]. (For a comprehensive review of applying SVM to
Arabic OCR, refer to [116]). However, classifiers based on
SVM are mostly applied to a small set of data due to the high
complexity of training and processing time [117], [118].
Another classification technique that has been applied to
printed Arabic OCR are Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based
techniques. HMMs are statistical models that are considered as
being one of the most efficient for recognition applications
especially for speech recognition [17]. Therefore, researchers
in OCR have implemented HMMs for OCR in order to obtain
high performance OCR systems, such as in [72], [119]–[122].
G. Post-processing Phase
Post-processing is the final stage of the development of
Arabic OCR. The objective of this step is to enhance the
recognition accuracy by detecting and correcting linguistic
misspellings in the produced OCR text without human
intervention. Research studies on Arabic OCR have
implemented post-progressing methods in order to improve the
output, such as [123], [124]. It is worth mentioning that three
main elements should be considered in correcting OCR output:

non-word errors correction; isolated word errors correction;
and context–based word correction [50]. Generally, postprocessing methods can be categorized into two main
approaches: lexicon-based methods; and context-based
(statistical) methods [125].
The typical technique for correcting the mistakes of Arabic
OCR outputs is the lexicon-based method which requires the
utilization of an Arabic dictionary, such as in [126], [127]. This
technique corrects errors without considering any contextual
information in which the errors appear. Therefore, a problem
might occur with using this approach when a word is
misrecognized by an OCR system and is also in the lexicon
(these are called real-word errors) such as, Fear for Tear. This
occurs in many languages such as Arabic in which a large
fraction of three characters sequences are corrected words.
Consequently, only non-word errors can be corrected, since
this method is comparing the recognized words with the words
that are in the dictionary. Also, this approach requires a wideranging lexicon that consists of all single words. However, the
Arabic language has various dialects and it is also a triglossic
language with three forms – modern standard Arabic and
classical Arabic [128] and mixtures of the two. Therefore, this
approach is less appropriate for Arabic language since building
a single lexicon for Arabic language is more complicated.
On the other hand, context-based (statistical) methods take
into account the contextual information in which the
misrecognized words appear. A few studies have implemented
statistical language models for improving the recognition
accuracy of Arabic OCR systems, such as in [129], [130].
Using such methods will help overcome the problem of
correcting real-word errors. Moreover, they are also useful in
correcting word errors that might have several potential
corrections, since these techniques can correct word errors
based on grammatical concepts and semantic context [131].
Recently, there have been several attempts to provide
systems for correcting Arabic OCR output. For instance, the
authors in [123] propose a system for Arabic OCR output
correction based on Google online suggestions within
Microsoft Office Word. On the other hand, the authors in [131]
describe a context-based technique for detecting and correcting
Arabic OCR errors. Although there are some studies on
applying context-based methods for correcting Arabic OCR
output, more research is needed on investigating the use of
Arabic contextual information for OCR output correction
[132].
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
OCR performance evaluation can be classified into two
types: black-box evaluation and white-box evaluation. In the
former, an entire OCR engine is treated as an indivisible unit,
so the submodules of the OCR system are not known to the
evaluator, whereas with the white-box evaluation, each
submodule of the OCR system is evaluated if the submodules
are accessible [133]. Performance evaluation of OCR systems
is essential for monitoring progress of OCR systems
development, assessing the effectiveness of OCR algorithms,
identifying open areas for further research and providing
scientific justification for the performance of OCR systems
[134], [135]. Although the performance evaluation of OCR
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systems is important, there has been very little work focus on
empirical evaluation of Arabic OCR systems, such as in [135],
[136] and a recent study in [1]. Furthermore, these evaluation
studies have conducted a black-box evaluation on Arabic OCR
systems as the submodules are not accessible. Thus, only the
overall performances of Arabic OCR have been reported.
Performance evaluation in research areas of pattern
recognition is facing several obstacles [137]. For Arabic OCR,
conducting performance evaluation is challenging as no
standard dataset is available [138], [94]. Moreover, most
Arabic OCR systems are evaluated in terms of character
accuracy which is a general metric, such as performance results
reported in [138], [135], [136]. This accuracy metric is
insufficient to assess how Arabic OCR systems are overcoming
the challenges of Arabic text. However, a study suggests a new
set of objective performance metrics for evaluation Arabic
OCR with respect to the challenges of Arabic script which are
character accuracy based on character position, dot character
accuracy, zigzag-shaped character accuracy, loop-shaped
character accuracy and diacritics accuracy [139].
V. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
This paper has overviewed the main stages used in printed
Arabic OCR. It main aim is to reveal the current status of
printed Arabic OCR. Although there are various attempts to
solve the problems of Arabic text recognition, there is still a
crucial need for more research.
In an attempt to evaluate the status of printed Arabic OCR
and support the claim that more research is needed in many
areas, we used Google scholar to search for scientific research
publications using phrases that are related to Arabic text
recognition. The findings are summarized in Table 2. The table
shows the search phrases used and the search results returned
by Google Scholar. It is apparent from the table that there is a
lack of Arabic OCR research as comparatively very little
research has focused on Arabic OCR compared to studies in
OCR for other languages. For example, there 322,000 results
were returned for the more general search query „OCR‟,
whereas there were only 956 results returned for the more
specific search query „Arabic OCR‟.
In order to provide a measure of the coverage of research in
a particular area, we can estimate the probability that a
particular research paper will be in a more specific topic area
compared to the more general topic area. For example, we may
be interested in the general topic area “single font OCR” and
wish to see how much research has been published in the more

specific topic area “single font Arabic OCR” in comparison.
We can estimate the probability p that the more general topic
will be concerned with the more specific topic
as p = s / g where s is the count of the number of papers found
for the specific topic compared to the count g of the number of
papers found for the more general topic. Then we can define
the „Information Coverage‟ I associated with the specific topic
in relation to the more general topic as I = – log p. If this value
is high compared to other specific vs. general comparisons for
the same overall topic (e.g. in relation to Arabic OCR vs. OCR
in general), then this reflects that research may underrepresented in this area.
This analysis has been done using the values from Table 2
and graphed in Figure 9. In the Figure, we see that except for
papers on Arabic OCR concerning easy fonts and diacritics, the
remaining topics have higher Information Coverage values
meaning that there have been less papers published in these
areas proportionately compared to papers published in the
more general (non-Arabic) areas. We can use Figure 9 to help
gauge the present status of printed Arabic OCR research as it
highlights some open areas which need more research. This is
based on the number of publications for single, omni and multi
font OCR concerning various elements that are related to text
recognition concerning easy fonts, complicated fonts,
diacritics, page layout, multi-language and noisy documents. In
particular, for Arabic text images which contain complicated
fonts, there are still many gaps in the research. Furthermore,
for single, omni and multi font Arabic OCR on multi-language
text images, intensive further research is needed.
Figure 10 plots the number of papers per 5-year period for
the top 100 Google Scholar searches using the Arabic OCR
related phrases. A number of striking results are apparent in
Figure 10. For example, publications for Arabic OCR peak
since 2005. Also, the numbers of papers for printed Arabic
OCR decrease since 2005 (this could be because researchers
have focussed on handwritten Arabic OCR). Furthermore, it is
apparent that the smallest numbers of papers in the period of
Arabic OCR research are papers related to noisy documents.
Note that the earliest research papers for the „Arabic OCR‟
search query are from 1985, which is a result of the top-100
ranking returned by Google Scholar. If, however, we restrict
the range of years for which we search, we find that the first
papers returned by Google Scholar appear in the 1970 to 1980
period. In contrast, the author in [9] states that text recognition
research first originated in 1940, and papers related to the „text
recognition‟ query appear in Google Scholar from the 1960s.
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TABLE II.

GOOGLE SCHOLAR SEARCH RESULTS FOR ARABIC OCR RELATED PHRASES

Google Scholar search phrase
+"Arabic OCR"
1
+"OCR"
+"OCR" + "Arabic printed text"
2
+"OCR" + "printed text"
+"Arabic OCR" + "diacritics"
3
+"OCR" + "diacritics"
+"Arabic OCR" + "page layout"
4
+"OCR" + "page layout"
+"Arabic OCR" + "multi-language "
5
+"OCR" + "multi-language"
+"Arabic OCR" + "Omni font"
6
+"OCR" + "Omni font"
+"Arabic OCR" + "single font"
7
+"OCR" + "single font"
+"Arabic OCR" + "multi-font "
8
+"OCR" + "multi-font"
+"Arabic OCR" + "noisy document"
9
+"OCR" + "noisy document"
+"Arabic OCR" + " Simplified Arabic " + "single font"
10
+"Arabic OCR" + " Simplified Arabic " + "Omni font"
+"Arabic OCR" + " Simplified Arabic " + "multi font"
+"Arabic OCR" + " Advertising Bold " + "single font"
11
+"Arabic OCR" + " Advertising Bold " + "Omni font"
+"Arabic OCR" + " Advertising Bold " + "multi font"
+"Arabic OCR" + "diacritics" + "single font"
12
+"Arabic OCR" + "diacritics" + "Omni font"
+"Arabic OCR" + "diacritics" + "multi font"
+"Arabic OCR" + " page layout " + "single font"
13
+"Arabic OCR" + " page layout " + "Omni font"
+"Arabic OCR" + " page layout " + "multi font"
+"Arabic OCR" + " multi-language " + "single font"
14
+"Arabic OCR" + " multi-language " + "Omni font"
+"Arabic OCR" + " multi-language " + "multi font"
+"Arabic OCR" + " noisy document " + "single font"
15
+"Arabic OCR" + " noisy document " + "Omni font"
+"Arabic OCR" + " noisy document " + "multi font"

From the review of each stage used in Arabic OCR, the
following observations have been noted for possible research
directions:
 All the reviewed research of printed Arabic OCR have
used the general OCR methodology which involves the
five stages; pre-processing; feature extraction;
segmentation; classification and post-processing.
However, the following are still open questions: „Is the
current OCR methodology the most effective for
designing Arabic OCR?‟ and „Are there alternative
methodologies that might yield better results for Arabic
OCR‟?
 From the review of each OCR stage, it is apparent that
the most challenging task in the development of Arabic
OCR is the segmentation task. Although previous
studies have presented different segmentation
techniques for Arabic OCR, these studies have not

Number of papers
956
322,000
247
7,190
302
1,800
54
3,360
20
866
60
380
61
717
149
1270
12
515
20
22
48
5
5
15
30
36
62
8
9
11
17
9
29
1
2
3

provided the accuracy performance of these
techniques. Since only the overall OCR performances
have been reported, it is difficult to gain an insight into
which segmentation techniques perform better for
printed Arabic OCR. A performance evaluation tool
should be developed to assess the different
segmentation techniques.
 The pre-processing stage review given in this study
reached the conclusion that direct adoption of preprocessing methods which are designed for general
purposes might be not applicable for Arabic script.
Thus, developing pre-processing methods that consider
the specific characteristics of Arabic script is needed.
 Most of the proposed methods for feature extraction in
Arabic OCR have been adopted from methods that
have been developed for other languages without
considering the characteristics of Arabic script. Such
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methods may not be the most appropriate for accurate
recognition. The characteristics of Arabic script should
be taken into consideration when selecting a feature
extraction method that is able to distinguish between
Arabic characters.

where each component of the system is accessible, is
required.
 Performance evaluation of printed Arabic OCR suffers
from the lack of public datasets. For objective
performance evaluation, an accurate and free printed
Arabic dataset is essential.

 The studies on performance evaluation of printed
Arabic OCR have used a black-box evaluation method
which can only provide the overall performance of
OCR systems. For more insight into which OCR stage
is causing the most problems, a white-box evaluation,

 Our investigation indicates the need for more research
on Arabic OCR output correction with the use of
Arabic contextual information.
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Fig. 9. The present status of printed Arabic OCR based on the number of publications for different OCR elements.
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Fig. 10. Number of papers per 5-year period in the top 100 results returned by Google Scholar for different Arabic OCR related search phrases. AC = „Arabic
OCR‟; PC = „Arabic printed text‟; AD = „Arabic diacritics‟; PL = „Arabic OCR + page layout‟; ML= „Arabic OCR + multi-language‟; OF = „Arabic OCR + omni
font‟; SF = „Arabic OCR + single font‟; MF = „Arabic OCR + multi font‟; ND = „Arabic OCR + noisy document‟.

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper has provided a comprehensive literature review
of printed Arabic text recognition. At first, the specific
characteristics of Arabic script that challenge the recognition
process have been discussed. Then, the general methodology of
printed Arabic OCR has been presented. This methodology
was divided into five stages: preprocessing; segmentation;
feature extraction; classification; and post-processing.
Techniques applied at each stage of Arabic OCR have been
discussed. Also, the issues related to the performance
evaluation have been reviewed. Finally, we analyzed the
remaining problems in the field of printed Arabic OCR and
provide several direction for future research.
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